
For centuries, the bears of Haven have lived quiet lives high in the mountains at the edge
of the great Precipice. at all changes for a young cub named Growly when he receives
a mysterious message. With just his backpack and glider, Growly sets out on a desperate
journey to nd his grandfather’s long lost friend ...and to nd a way back home. 

Written for the 8-12 year old reading level, Begin is 
also a captivating read aloud for ages 4 and up,
and wiand will appeal to anyone who appreciates 
stories of adventure and friendship.

Adventure is waiting ...

ONLY $8 Per Student
for groups of ten or more
• Signed copy of Begin
• 140+ page Begin Companion PDF
• Begin Audiobook Download
• Access to Begin Read Aloud Videos
• Bookmark
• Sticker

To learn more about The Growly Books
visit www.thegrowlybooks.com

For inforamtion on group purchases
& author visits contact us at:
mail@thegrowlybooks.com





Author Visits

Author Visits Via Zoom

Adventure is waiting!



               Thank you for your interest in an author visit for your school. I love seeing students excited
     about creating and sharing about the journey a simple idea can take as it grows into a story.

  It is my desire that an author visit would bene�t your school in the best way possible. It could be in
conjunction with a Growly Reading Adventure, where your students are already reading Growly’s story.
(I often �nd that students familiar with the story have a lot of interesting questions about the characters
and about the creative ideas behind Growly’s world.)

It could also be about simple creativity. Stories can be told in many ways, and we all have a story to tell. The Growly Books
   began as an idea for a song and grew into a series with �ve books so far. I love to share about the joy of creating and of
         seeing the places an idea might take you.

Philip Ulrich Author Visits

                   Every student will receive:

• A Growly Books bookmark and sticker.
• A free song download card ( if music and songwriting is included in the presentation ). 
We will also give a FREE signed set of the Growly Books series to the school or co-op library. 

The cost of the Author visit is $200 (with a mileage fee if it is outside of our local area). We want to make this
as a�ordable as possible to everyone while still being able to cover our costs. If you can’t a�ord this, please 
let me know, and if you can pay more, it is hugely helpful to us as a small self-publishing family business.

What does it cost, and what else is included?

I try to tailor the visit to what you would love for your students to experience. Here are a few possibilities:

• Presentation on writing, creativity, illustration, songwriting and “Behind the Scenes” of creating the Growly Books.
• Fun video presentation of the illustration process in action.
• Question & Answer with students.
• Book signing.

What can be included in an author visit?

How do I schedule an author visit?
If you would like to schedule an author visit, email Philip Ulrich at mail@thegrowlybooks.com.
Please include the following information:
• Name of school, co-op, or other group.
• Name and contact information of visit organizer at the school, co-op, or other group.
• Preferred dates and times for author visit. (please include multiple date options if possible)
• As much information as you can give on what you would like for your students to experience in the presentation.
• Number of students and teachers attending (as close as possible so we can prepare the bookmarks and stickers
   for everyone. (This can be adjusted later. It just helps to have a general idea)

Do you personally inscribe books?
                                        Yes! This does take a lot of time though, so I will send you a PDF brochure which you can distribute
                                to parents. Parents can order and pay for the books at a page in our store set up especially for your school,
 with discounts and special bundle o�ers. There will be a place parents can �ll in the name(s) they would like the books
 signed to. The signed books will be delivered at the time of the author visit. ( For Zoom author visits, signed 
           books will be shipped directly to parents.  

Philip Ulrich - mail@thegrowlybooks.com - (615) 973-3510
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